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please note that this version is from the original starcraft, not the re-released sc2
remastered. it will work with sc2 remastered players in good standing, and will only

offer support for the original game (not sc2 remastered). it will not offer any
graphical enhancements, design revisions, or gameplay additions. if you need to

play sc2, go to your sc2 store of choice and purchase sc2 remastered. this is not a
replacement for sc2 remastered, just an enhanced version of the original game
made available for free! the galactic story of intrigue and cosmic warfare that

culminated in starcraft ii: legacy of the void began years ago, in the far reaches of
the milky way. three racesthe earth-expat terrans, the psionic protoss warriors, and
the world-devouring zergencounter each other for the first time, beginning a conflict

that spans worlds (and more than 50 missions).
http://us.battle.net/sc2/en/forum/topic/1001337258 it seems that there is still an

alpha of the game. i am not sure if it runs in wine or not, but if its a plan or not.. you
can always just buy the game. if you want to play lan games with the newest patch,
then install the original starcraft and brood war on your computer. however, if you

update them to the newest patch, you can't play lan games any more. so if you
want to play lan games, it is not necessary to install the newest patch if you install
the original starcraft and brood war. the first thing you must do after installing the
patch is to launch starcraft and select the "start" option, and then select "s.". you

will then see a new option in the "options" section called "keyboard settings."
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